The purpose of this writing is to tell something about the quite unique and fundamental role of Maurice Nivat, both in launching ICALP and EATCS, as well as in guiding them through the di cult early stages. Our account is based on personal recollections, as well as some original documents and letters. To preserve the personal character of our recollections, we have not tried to ÿll the gaps in our information through other channels such as interviewing some of the people involved. In other words, our personal account is not intended to be a comprehensive history. It only tells how things seemed to us.
ICALP
In our days it is hard to visualize any more the scientiÿc landscape and academic surroundings in the early 1970s in ÿelds now referred to as computer science. Everything was rather unorganized and scattered. Automata theory was already very advanced. On the other hand, what was labeled as theoretical computer science or theoretical informatics varied enormously and could be, for instance, numerical analysis or some parts of theoretical physics. Maurice Nivat apparently wanted to have some order and uniformity, and was also very successful in his e orts to achieve this goal. The impact of his work was by no means restricted to Europe, since both ICALP and EATCS were quite international from the very beginning.
Both writers of this account knew already in summer 1971 that a big International Colloquium on Automata, Languages and Programming was coming up in Paris the following summer 1972. Later on, Maurice Nivat wrote to Arto Salomaa in a letter dated November 7, 1971: Dear Arto, At last you will receive very soon a number of call for papers for the colloquium that Sch utzenberger and myself organize in IRIA next July (3-7). Will you be so kind as to spread these call for papers among your students, friends and colleagues whom you think may be interested by this colloquium.
The program committee is composed, beside yourself, Sch utzenberger and myself of S. Eilenberg, S. Ginsburg, M. Rabin, A. van Wijngaarden, P. Fischer, D. Park, G. Hotz, C. Boehm and L. Nolin. Our work in choosing the papers to be presented at the conference will take place in April. I conÿrm that your travel and stay expenses will get paid by IRIA when, which I hope, you come in July. . . . The letter continues with other matters.
Clearly, both the schedule for submitting the papers and the schedule of the Program Committee were very tight. For most of the committee members, the work in April was by mail. Everybody in the committee received all the submitted papers. It is needless to emphasize that mail here refers to ordinary mail! Maurice Nivat apparently did all the heavy work.
The scientiÿc success of the conference is well known. It was a big success also socially and initiated the friendly and leisurely atmosphere characteristic of so many later ICALP's. The program of the excursion was printed as follows. Still two important facts should be mentioned.
• As far as we know, the Paris ICALP in 1972 was not intended to start a series of conferences. A somewhat similar meeting took place in Haifa in 1971, with no direct continuations.
• EATCS did not yet exist. Only later ICALP became the annual conference of EATCS.
In the ÿrst ICALP's the procedures (program committee methods, etc.) and time schedules worked on an ad hoc basis. Only gradually things started to become more systematic. As far as we know, Maurice Nivat carried alone the responsibility of keeping ICALP going during the early years. He came to talk to Arto Salomaa during the Oberwolfach meeting in November 1975, asking whether it was possible to organize ICALP in Turku. This was the beginning of ICALP-77. It is well known that ICALP took place only every second year until 1976; after that it has been every year.
EATCS
Maurice Nivat was the driving force in creating the European Association for Theoretical Computer Science, as well as getting new members and keeping the association alive in the early days. (Also the French name Association EuropÃ eenne d'Informatique ThÃ eorique appeared in the original stationery, and was the main name in the ÿrst Bulletin.) Since we have quite much original material, we will rely on many quotations in the sequel.
The whole story is actually told in the following letter by Maurice Nivat. It has no date but was obviously written some time in 1972.
This letter is an invitation to join the young European Association for Theoretical Computer science. Let me begin with some history: in January 1972 a small meeting was held in the building of the European Communities Commission; M. Caracciolo chaired a discussion between a few computer scientists from six countries known for their theoretical work. First, a text written by the members of the University of Paris VII who were present at the meeting was presented and discussed; this text aimed at the deÿnition of what can be called Theoretical Computer Science, i.e. the chapter of Computer Sciences which uses mathematical and logical tools to clarify and study the notion of computation. The principal subchapters would be:
• Theory of algorithms and complexity • Theory of automata and formal languages • Theory of programming (formal semantics) but this list is certainly not complete.
At the time the creation of a European Association was proposed, to promote the development of this ÿeld by organizing meetings, exchanges of researchers, professors and students, and by increasing the communication of all sorts of information (it is rather di cult to know what happens in a ÿeld which changes completely in one year if one considers that two years are necessary for the publication of a paper in a journal). An original feature of this association would be to accept both individual members, known scientists working in the ÿeld, and institutional members, University departments, research laboratories or any other organization interested in the development of Theoretical Computer Science.
It appeared that the Belgian law on scientiÿc association allows such a mixture of two kinds of members and more generally o ers very liberal and exible possibilities. This is why, after some months of work, essentially done by our ÿrst temporary President M. Sintzo , statutes were written according to this law and the Belgian authorities were asked to create such an association. It was necessary that some people should act as founding members and share the ÿrst responsibilities. Obviously these people were designated only by chance and each of them represents only himself. And no less obviously, this association will play the role we wish it to play, in the development of the ÿeld, only if a large part of the scientists working in this ÿeld become members.
It is therefore very important that you agree to increase the membership of this association and that, together with the founding members, you not only work to make the association viable but also help in the deÿnition of its scope, aims, composition and means of action. The temporary o cers of the association look forward to your active participation.
I cannot indeed tell you much about future activities, which will depend on you and all the people who receive this letter. M. Paterson has generously o ered the University of Warwick as the location for a necessary General Assembly, and at the same time an informal colloquium which will be the ÿrst scientiÿc activity of the association. This will take place in March 1973. We have also discussed the idea of a journal or periodic letter to convey information among members (and non-members!). Suggestions concerning this and other actions will be most welcome, in particular an early priority is to assure the ÿnancing of our activities.
The enclosed copy of the statutes will help you to get a better idea what we are looking for and, I hope, will give you strong reasons to join our common e ort.
Yours sincerely, M. Nivat
Together with the letter also a French copy of it was sent, as well as a copy of the Statutes, only in French. The letter tells the early history in quite a detailed manner. Between the lines one can read how Maurice Nivat was involved in everything. The Statutes, very formal law text, do not give much information that would interest us today. The Council was supposed to have between seven and ÿfteen members, and the Board (President, two Vice-Presidents, Treasurer, Secretary) was supposed to contain one Belgian member. There were two types of members: personnes morales and personnes physiques. We might easily go wrong if we try to translate these terms!
The ÿrst General Assembly of EATCS took place at the University of Warwick on March 24-26, 1973. We mention two points from the invitation letter by Mike Paterson to this meeting.
• If you would like to talk (in any language you like), please send me a title and a time estimate immediately. I can guarantee you a room and a blackboard but not, of course, an audience.
• If you let us know your time of arrival in advance we can meet you either at Birmingham Airport or Coventry Station. Wave a magnetic tape or carry a Turing machine for identiÿcation. After Nivat was elected the ÿrst (real) President of EATCS in Warwick, he was very active. Some of the matters are described in the following two letters. The ÿrst one is written to Arto Salomaa on November 8, 1973. Dear Arto, Thank you both for your acceptance to become an editor of the Journal of Theoretical Computer Science and the text you sent me for the Bulletin of the European Association of the same name. You are the ÿrst and only one to send some things about TCS to be published! I write you in connection of our Association precisely: in our last meeting in Hamburg we expressed the wish to have you, Z. Manna and E. Engeler ÿll the three empty seats left in the council. I do hope you can accept that too, since it will not be a big burden. We expect to hold the next meeting of the council in Saarbr ucken during the course on theory of programming in late February. Dear Colleague, This is to inform you about our Association EATCS. 1. The ÿrst issue of the bulletin is being printed in IRIA and will be distributed in January. It contains about 20 pages mainly informations about Theoretical Computer Science in Holland (furnished by J. de Bakker), in Torino (furnished by C. Boehm) and in the University of Paris VI (furnished by J.F. Perrot). This is completed by various announcements of forthcoming events, an account written by A. Salomaa of the MFCS Conference in the High Tatras, the accounts of the two council meetings held in Warwick and Hamburg written by B. Mayoh and an editorial by me.
I believe we should all think about the next issue and also about whom to send this ÿrst issue to. People will, I think, be encouraged to become members when they see this bulletin, and for this reason we should spread widely this ÿrst issue.
2. The next meeting of the council will be held in the Institut f ur Informatik of Saarbr ucken on Saturday February 23rd at 14.30. The main point on the agenda is the organization of a working conference in 1975: I expect deÿnite proposals to be made by C. Boehm.
Another point is the cooperation with SIGACT: I started talking about it with Michael Harrison and I hope that I'll be able to make, on this point too, deÿnite proposals.
I wish you all a merry christmas and happy new year. Best regards, M. Nivat P.S. Though it no longer interests directly EATCS, I'll give in Saabr ucken information about the journal Theoretical Computer Science created by North Holland. Let me say now that the negotiations progressed favorably and the creation of the journal will be announced very likely in January for a ÿrst issue to appear in October.
The suggestion about cooperation with SIGACT was responded very positively by Michael Harrison: We look forward to a collaboration with you which should be very beneÿcial to both groups. Explicitly, Harrison proposed reduced registration fees and an exchange of Newsletters.
It was also clear in early 1974 that EATCS will sponsor the Saarbr ucken ICALP in summer 1974. However, ICALP was not yet speciÿed as the conference of EATCS.
Sometimes the going apparently seemed rough to Nivat. The tone of his letter dated January 17, 1974, is quite frustrated. The shipment of the ÿrst issue of the Bulletin was delayed very much because of a major postal strike in France. Very few contributions arrived, at a very slow pace, for the second issue, and the printing took long. The whole letter begins with a remark: This is a suggestion to keep our association alive. (The actual suggestion was to combine the membership fee with a subscription of TCS.)
But everything worked out ÿne. When we ÿnally received the ÿrst issue of the EATCS Bulletin, we could read in the editorial:
A last word on the scope of Theoretical Computer Science: a general agreement was reached to consider as the major points of Theoretical Computer Science the following ÿelds of interest.
• Theory of Automata • Formal Languages • Algorithms and their complexity • Theory of programming, if such a thing exists: we may now consider as chapters of this theory formal semantics, proving properties of programs, and all applications of logical concepts and methods to the study and design of programming languages. The list is by no means limitative: deÿning the limits of Theoretical Computer Science is at least as di cult as deÿning the limits of Computer Science itself. And we strongly believe that a science is what the scientists at work make it: certainly new areas of Computer Science will be open to theory in a very near future. Let us start small and grow: we are sure many of you will help to achieve this necessary growth up to the point where our Association will be a natural link between all European Theoretical Computer Scientists.
M. Nivat PrÃ esident de l'EATCS We started small and grew. Besides ICALP and EATCS, numerous subsequent conferences and associations carry on the work. We are convinced that the entire Theoretical Computer Science community will join our acknowledgement:
Thanks, Maurice, for what you gave us!
